










































An Essay on a Mechanical Quantum Theory
A mathematical model of a classical mechanical system that reproduces
quantum-mechanical probabilities is considered in this mechanical
quantum theory. The basic idea is that a quantum-mechanical state
corresponds to a periodic trajectory in a classical-mechanical phase
space. In this model, the quantities that correspond to amplitudes of a
wave function are considered as functionals of the corresponding
periodic trajectory. An observable is realized as a linear mapping of a
linear space spanned by these functionals. The linear mapping is
induced from an infinitesimal transformation of a periodic trajectory; the
infinitesimal transformation of a periodic trajectory is induced from the
Hamiltonian vector field with the observable physical quantity. A
condition that is sufficient for preserving the Lie algebra generated by
classical physical quantities is found to be preserved in this realization.
Based on the interpretation that superposition of quantum-mechanical
states is necessary only for consideration, the fact that the superposition
expression in the bra-ket notation is derived from the requirement that
the number of prepared objects coincides with one of the objects for
which measurement values are obtained is shown.
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物 理 量 の 測 定 の 文 脈








































































Poisson 括弧を積とする Lie 代数を保存する
ことが示された。





















































































































































































































































































で あ る。す る と，









































測度 は，任意の可測関数 : に対し
て
(67)







































































ば を を軸として と の張る平面内
の 回転としてみよう。実数 として，
(76)
で あ る と す る。す べ て の に つ い て
であるので， である。




ある。しかし， と は に依存して変化
してしまう。エルミート行列としては単一の
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